SC ASKS LAWYERS, LITIGANTS TO USE COMPUTERS FOR VIRTUAL HEARINGS

The Madras High Court asked advocates and litigants to use computers for virtual hearings. The court said it had received requests from several advocates and litigants to permit them to appear in person in the case of emergency. The court said it would consider the matter and decide on a case-by-case basis. The court also directed the registry to issue a circular to the advocates and litigants regarding the same.

Jagan wants booster dose gap to be reduced to 3-4 months

As staff Mull another stir, 3 GOs issued on PRC recommendations

In a bizarre incident, a man was hacked to death in Kurnool district near Tirupati on Monday. The incident occurred near the Magamna Circle area of the district. The police said the deceased was a resident of nearby village and was in an inebriated state hacked to death. The deceased was identified as Pratap Reddy, aged 45, who lived in a nearby village. The police said the deceased was an alcoholic and had been frequenting bars in the area.

Lakhs take holy dip in Ganga at Prayagraj

The state government has set up four mobile hospitals in the city to handle the influx of patients. The hospitals are equipped with 4,000 beds in total, with 1,000 beds each in Prayagraj and Jhansi.

Liquor outlets to remain open only till 10 pm in AP

The state government has issued an order to close all liquor outlets by 10 pm. The decision was taken to avoid overcrowding in the outlets and to ensure a safe environment for customers. The government has also issued guidelines to ensure that the outlets are clean and hygienic.

Four killed as TTD rolls rams in Kollur

The TTD has released a statement expressing its condolences to the family and friends of the deceased. The TTD said it had taken all necessary steps to prevent such incidents in the future. The TTD has also initiated an internal inquiry to investigate the cause of the accident.

As staff Mull another stir, 3 GOs issued on PRC recommendations

The state government has issued an order to increase the number of medical staff in hospitals to handle the rising number of cases. The government has also decided to increase the number of beds in hospitals to accommodate the growing number of patients.
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The TTD has released a statement expressing its condolences to the family and friends of the deceased. The TTD said it had taken all necessary steps to prevent such incidents in the future. The TTD has also initiated an internal inquiry to investigate the cause of the accident.
Jagan wants booster dose...

The Chief Minister said the medical services under the Ayushman Yojana scheme were delivered efficiently and added that the patients were satisfied with the treatment provided. He said that the scheme is working up to 101, 104, 105, and doctors of Sivagangai district are not providing any kind of service. He added that Ayushman Yojana has to be made more efficient. The Chief Minister also said that the medical services under the Ayushman Yojana scheme were delivered efficiently and added that the patients were satisfied with the treatment provided. He said that the scheme is working up to 101, 104, 105, and doctors of Sivagangai district are not providing any kind of service. He added that Ayushman Yojana has to be made more efficient.

Govt.bans staging of with... Chintamani

The Telugu poet and playwright Chintamani’s Telugu stage play ‘Satya Kumbur’ is set to be staged in an unavoidable situation. The play is set to be staged in an unavoidable situation. The play is set to be staged in an unavoidable situation. The play is set to be staged in an unavoidable situation. The play is set to be staged in an unavoidable situation. The play is set to be staged in an unavoidable situation.

BSP to render justice to all sections of people

The BSP has decided to set up a forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve in India, as per the guidelines of the Centre. The forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve in India, as per the guidelines of the Centre. The forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve in India, as per the guidelines of the Centre. The forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve in India, as per the guidelines of the Centre. The forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve in India, as per the guidelines of the Centre.

FSI assessment: Forest cover increases in AP Tiger Corridor

The FSI report, based on the assessment of 2021, has found a remarkable increase in the forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve. The forest cover in AP’s only Tiger Reserve has increased by 34.3% compared to the previous assessment of 2020. The increase in the forest cover has been attributed to several factors, including the implementation of various forest conservation and management strategies.

BSP leaders file complaint against organising casing

The BSP leaders have filed a complaint against the organisers of the illegal gathering at TDP office in AP. They allege that the organisers of the gathering were trying to create a law and order situation. The police have registered a case against the organisers.

Four killed as car plunges into tank

Four persons were killed when a vehicle lost control and fell into a water tank at Hakkal in Vijayawada. The accident occurred near a small irrigation tank in the area. The victims were residents of a nearby village.

Lakes take holy dip in... Chintamani
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English to be medium of instruction in TS govt schools

The TS government has decided to make English the medium of instruction in government schools. This decision was taken by the state government in the light of the demands made by students, parents, and teachers.
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IGNOU launches PG course in CSR

The Indian Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) has launched a Master of Arts in Communication and Social Responsibility (MASCRES) programme from January 18. The programme is offered in five languages, including English. IGNOU said the programme is meant for CPM activists and for graduates and Post Graduate students to make career in CSR.

IGNOU launched PG course in CSR

The third wave has already begun, and multiple Covid positive cases are being reported in the region. Medical professionals and officials are on alert, according to the state government. A team of medical professionals and officials is expected to be present to provide support to hospitals.

The positive cases are reported from the region's major cities, viz., Visakhapatnam, Guntur, and Anantapur. The government has ordered the collection of samples from people with symptoms for testing.

The government has also urged people to follow safety protocols and maintain social distancing.

Lokesh launches PG course in CSR

Lokesh Loz (YCP) general secretary Nara Lokesh wrote a letter to CM Jagan Mohan Reddy on Monday tweeting that he was testing positive for the Covid-19 virus and would be getting treated in the private hospital.

Lokesh added that he would be isolated and would continue monitoring the spread of Coronavirus in the state. He noted that the programme would be conducted in the private hospital.

Lokesh Loz wrote a letter to CM Jagan Mohan Reddy on Monday tweeted that he was tested positive for the Covid-19 virus and would be getting treated in the private hospital.

Lokesh reminded that the state government had done an excellent job in the past five days and was working to prevent the spread of Coronavirus in the state.

Lokesh Loz said that the government was not yet to take any action against the petitioner who had tested positive for the Covid-19 virus.

Lokesh Loz said that the government was working hard to prevent the spread of Coronavirus in the state.

The government has also urged people to follow safety protocols and maintain social distancing.
**New YSR statue coming up in place of ‘disappeared’ one**

The Andhra Pradesh government has decided to erect a new statue of former chief minister Y S Rajasekhara Reddy in place of the one that was said to be ‘disappeared’. The decision was taken during a meeting of the Cabinet on Monday.

Minister Y S Jagan Mohan Reddy, who presided over the meeting, said that the YSR statue would be erected on the day he was not present, which was January 19, 2009. He said that the statue would be a symbol of the party’s commitment to fight for the people and their interests.

**Housing works will be completed in time: Official**

Special Commissioner, A P Housing, S A Vaidyanadham, said that the government is committed to completing all housing projects by the stipulated time. He added that the government has taken several measures to ensure that the projects are completed on time.

**Women’s panel chief hails move to treat Mahila police as special cadre**

Anitha Prasad, Women’s panel chief of the YSRCP, said that the move to treat Mahila police as a special cadre is a step in the right direction. She said that the TDP, which has been in power for 15 years, has failed to address the issues of women and children. She added that the YSRCP is committed to ensuring that women are treated equally and given opportunities to shine.

**Roadside fruit and vegetable business hit**

The roadside fruit and vegetable business has been hit due to the coronavirus pandemic. Many vendors have had to close their shops due to the lockdown, and those who have been able to stay open are facing a loss of income.

**Strengthens rail network in TS: KTR to G kadari**

The Telangana government has announced plans to strengthen the rail network in the state. The minister for transport and civil supplies, KTR, said that the government is committed to developing a robust and efficient railway network to connect all parts of the state.

**Lorry Owners Assn opposes increase in Green Tax**

The Andhra Pradesh Lorry Owners Association (APLOA) has opposed the increase in Green Tax in the state. The association has written a letter to the minister for transport demanding a rollback in the tax.

**TDP demands remunerative prices for farm products**

The Telangana and Andhra Pradesh Democratic Party (TADP) has demanded that the government ensure remunerative prices for farm products. The party has written to the chief minister expressing concern over the fall in prices of agricultural commodities.

**V-P on 3-day visit, reaches Nuzvid Railway Station**

Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu, who is on a three-day visit to Andhra Pradesh, reached Nuzvid Railway Station on Monday. He was accompanied by the state’s deputy chief minister and the minister for transport.

**WG Collector directs officials about prevention of third wave**

WG Collector Anupam Roy, who is in charge of the administration of Vizianagaram district, has directed the officials to take preventive measures against the third wave of the coronavirus. The collector has said that the government is committed to ensuring that the people are protected from the pandemic.

**120 medals at Gandhi Hospital test positive**

Nearly 120 staff members at the Gandhi Hospital in Hyderabad have tested positive for coronavirus. The hospital’s administration has urged all staff members to get tested and follow the prescribed guidelines to prevent the spread of the virus.
**Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh Yadav on Tuesday made several promises to the farm community including a law-and-order situation, it claimed, for state-run school students of 15-18 years of age, Tamil Nadu Health Minister Ma.

The Kerala High Court on Monday allowed re-examination of three witnesses and rejected the state's plea to summon several more witnesses to the case on behalf, the court said. According to the police's affidavit, there were several camps run by student groups operating in the state for the last few years. "This is not a normal case. As far as the identity of the people is concerned, it is a non-existent committee," the court said. The court ordered the investigation to continue.

The Supreme Court Monday dismissed an appeal brought by Anil Koberge, a senior advocate, against the Delhi Police's decision to decline police protection to Swami Vivekananda, Sri Ramakrishna and Rabindranath Tagore. The court also ordered that the three witnesses and reject.

The new date will be announced by the Government of India. "Especially on the basis of the previous delta variant. Infections in the national capital,空气 pollution and the past few weeks, this order by the court...", the court said. The order had been carried on the phone by the court on the phone. The party has already decided that core committee meetings will be held and his tableau was not included in the parade at the inaugural of the new date. The Kerala High Court on February 4 to 11.
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The length and cumbersome process of approval and bureaucratic red tape undermines the process

With the financial year ending in two months, the Government has to direct the target of 1,775 crore vaccines and is very close to achieving it. The Union Budget for 2021-22 had stated that the country would be able to make 600 million doses per annum and vaccine production will become a game-changer for the country. However, the Government is in the process of achieving this target and is facing several challenges.

The process of vaccine approval is very time-consuming and bureaucratic. The Government has to go through several rounds of meetings and discussions with various stakeholders, including regulatory bodies, to ensure that the vaccine is safe and effective. This process can take several months or even years, depending on the complexity of the vaccine.

Furthermore, the Government has to deal with the supply chain and distribution of the vaccine. The country has to ensure that the vaccine is stored at the correct temperature and transported to the right location. This requires a significant amount of logistics and coordination.

In addition, the Government has to deal with the demand for vaccines. The country has a large and diverse population, and ensuring that everyone receives the vaccine is a major challenge.

The Government has to balance the need for a quick response with the need for safety and efficacy. It is a complex process, and the Government has to work closely with various stakeholders to ensure that the vaccine is produced and distributed efficiently.

It is crucial for the Government to continue its efforts to meet the targets set for vaccine production and distribution. The country has made significant progress so far, but there is still a long way to go. The Government needs to continue its efforts to ensure that everyone receives the vaccine and that the process is as efficient as possible.

The Government has to continue its efforts to ensure that the vaccine is produced and distributed efficiently. It is a complex process, and the Government needs to work closely with various stakeholders to ensure that everyone receives the vaccine and that the process is as efficient as possible.
Money

Budget 2022: FADA seeks GST rate cut on two-wheelers

FADA requests for a 5 per cent GST cut

The Indian Auto Dealers' Association has sought a 5 per cent reduction in the GST rate of two-wheelers, from 18 per cent to 13 per cent, to boost the number of units sold and help manufacturers recover from the pandemic-induced downturn.

In a letter addressed to the Finance Minister, the Association said it is crucial for the industry to address its growing inventory problem, which has been driven by the surge in costs and a sharp decline in demand due to the ongoing pandemic. The current 18 per cent GST rate has led to a rise in vehicle prices, making it unaffordable for many customers, while also putting pressure on manufacturers to offer discounts and other incentives.

FADA said it is committed to supporting the government’s efforts to achieve the national agri-focus and the roadmap for a carbon-neutral India by 2070. It also noted that the industry has been a key contributor to the country’s economy, with around 70 per cent of vehicle sales in rural areas.

The Association further highlighted the importance of two-wheelers in India’s market, noting that they account for around 60 per cent of the country’s total two-wheeler sales. It said that a GST rate cut would help reduce the overall cost of ownership and make two-wheelers a more attractive option for a larger number of consumers.

FADA urged the government to consider the industry’s request and make the necessary adjustments to the GST rate. The Association also called on the government to ensure that the changes do not lead to an increase in the overall cost of the vehicle, and that it adequately compensates for the expected revenue loss.

According to FADA, the industry is facing a severe challenge due to the ongoing pandemic, which has led to a decline in demand and a rise in costs. It said that a GST rate cut would help the industry to recover from the pandemic-induced downturn and support the government’s efforts to achieve its national goals.

In conclusion, FADA requested the Finance Minister to consider the industry’s request and make the necessary adjustments to the GST rate, in order to support the industry’s recovery and contribute to the government’s national goals.

India’s economy set to improve over next 12 months: PwC report

India’s CEOs are optimistic about future business growth, as more than 94 per cent of CEOs in India are significantly optimistic about global economic growth prospecting for the next 12 months, with 94 per cent of CEOs in India being optimistic about global economic growth prospecting for the next 12 months, according to a report.

The report by the global consultancy also shows that 85 per cent of CEOs in India believe that the economy will likely improve over the next 12 months, with 94 per cent of CEOs in India being optimistic about global economic growth prospecting for the next 12 months, according to a report.

The report, which covered 4,446 CEOs in 89 countries, states that 2021 showed a marginal recovery in the growth of the global economy, with 77 per cent of CEOs in India optimistic about future business growth. In the next 12 months, with 94 per cent of CEOs in India being optimistic about global economic growth prospecting for the next 12 months, according to a report.

The report also shows that the sentiment of business leaders in India has improved compared to the previous year, with 85 per cent of CEOs in India optimistic about future business growth.

In terms of the company’s own performance, 94 per cent of CEOs in India believe that the company’s performance will improve over the next 12 months, with 94 per cent of CEOs in India being optimistic about global economic growth prospecting for the next 12 months, according to a report.
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In terms of the company’s own performance, 94 per cent of CEOs in India believe that the company’s performance will improve over the next 12 months, with 94 per cent of CEOs in India being optimistic about global economic growth prospecting for the next 12 months, according to a report.
Gemma Arterton on her *The King’s Man* character

British actress Gemma Arterton, who plays the character of Villanelle, in the upcoming film *The King’s Man*, has revealed that she was initially hesitant to accept the role.

“Villanelle is such a complex character, and I really wanted to do something that was different for me,” Arterton said. “I was afraid that people would recognize me as Villanelle, and I didn’t want that to be the first thing people think of when they see me.”

However, she was persuaded to take on the role by the film’s director, Matthew Vaughn, who promised to give her character depth and complexity.

“I was skeptical at first, but I trusted Matthew’s vision,” Arterton said. “I’m really glad I said yes, because it’s been a incredible experience.”

Referring to the character’s role as a spy, Arterton added: “I love playing a character who’s clever and manipulative. It’s a challenge to bring depth and humanity to a character who’s often portrayed as a one-dimensional villain.”

Arterton also spoke about the film’s emphasis on diversity and inclusion. “Javier Bardem’s character, for example, is a wonderful addition to the cast,” she said. “He brings a great deal of nuance and depth to the story.”

Commenting on her performance, Arterton said: “I think my character is a great foil for the other characters. She’s a strong, independent woman, and I think audiences will respect her.”

The film, which is the first in a planned prequel series to the *Kingsman* franchise, is scheduled for release in February 2023.
Swearing by Pilates is the new thing to do.

Once the pilates is the new OG thing to do! People, especially women are training their muscles and working out through pilates to make sure they look fitter than ever before. It is the perfect way to get into shape, improve your posture and get rid of that extra fat. Pilates helps you sculpt your body and get in shape. The exercises are done in a way that they target specific areas. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles.

With the current trend of fitness and wellness, pilates has become a popular choice for women and men alike. The exercises are designed to improve flexibility, strength, and balance. It is a full-body workout that targets your core, legs, and arms. The exercises are done in a way that they target specific areas. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles.

For example, the Pilates reformer is a piece of equipment that is used to do pilates exercises. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. The exercises are done in a way that they target specific areas. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles.

The Pilates reformer is a piece of equipment that is used to do pilates exercises. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. The exercises are done in a way that they target specific areas. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles.

The Pilates reformer is a piece of equipment that is used to do pilates exercises. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. The exercises are done in a way that they target specific areas. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles. It is a low-impact form of exercise that is great for strengthening your muscles.
**English register seven-wicket win over Bangladesh**

Dhaka (Bangladesh): Bangladesh suffered a seventh-wicket loss against England in a one-sided contest during their campaign at the ICC T20 World Cup here on Tuesday. The hosts, however, were unable to overcome the target of 165 runs as they were all out for 151 in the 20th over.

Left-hand batsman Joshua Bartholomew was the pick of the bowlers for England with figures of four for 16, while right-hand batsman Tom Ayling smelt two wickets, giving away 34 runs.

Bartholomew, Tom PT (13), Frank Singh (12) and James Tuke (11) were the other batsmen to score 10 runs or more.

In reply, England lost their second wicket in the third over as captain Tom PT (6) and James Tuke (11) were clean bowled on 6 and 1 run respectively.

Bangladesh made a strong start to their innings by scoring 32 runs in the first four overs, with captain Tom Ayling scoring 44 runs off 36 balls and the opening partnership of 62 runs.

Bangladesh's struggle began from the fact that only four players scored over 10 runs, with seven double digit scores, with last wicket pair of Tom Ayling and Ben Nunn scoring 41 and 16 runs respectively.

Djokovic heads for Belgrade after departure from Australia

Djokovic heads for Belgrade after departure from Australia

**OAKSAK, NADAL ADVANCE IN AUSTRALIA**

NBA: Novak Djokovic is advancing to the quarter-finals at the Australian Open, where he leads the world rankings. Djokovic clinched his 20th grand slam title with a victory over German Alexander Zverev in the semi-finals.

**Djokovic heads for Belgrade after departure from Australia**

The Australian Open is over for Novak Djokovic, with his triumph marking the end of his career at Melbourne's Grand Slam tournament. The Serbian star, who has won a record eight Australian Open titles, was defeated by Alexander Zverev in the semi-finals.

Djokovic will now return to his native Serbia, where he plans to start preparing for the French Open, which begins in May. He will then travel to Belgrade to represent his country in the Davis Cup, where Serbia is bidding to win its first title in 15 years.

Djokovic heads for Belgrade after departure from Australia

**Real Madrid tops Athletic 2-0 to win Spanish Super Cup**

Real Madrid tops Athletic 2-0 to win Spanish Super Cup

Following their 2-0 victory over Athletic Bilbao in the Spanish Super Cup final at the King Abdullah Sports City in Jeddah, Real Madrid completed a domestic double with the victory.

**IF GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY, IT WILL BE AN HONOUR TO CAPTAIN INDIA. JASPIT BHUMAR**

Jaydev Bhumar, a renowned Indian tennis player, has said that he would be honored to lead the country in any international event if given the opportunity. Bhumar, who has been a top player in Indian tennis for several years, said that he would be willing to take on any challenge that comes his way.

**Rohit close to getting match-ready**

Rohit Sharma, India's opening batsman, is close to getting match-ready for the upcoming T20I series against West Indies. Rohit, who missed the four-match Test series due to a hand injury, is currently undergoing a rehabilitation programme in Mumbai.

**Test Match Schedule:**

- India vs West Indies (T20)
- India vs West Indies (ODI)
- India vs West Indies (T20)
- India vs West Indies (ODI)
- India vs West Indies (T20)

Rohit will next play for India in the T20I series against West Indies, which is scheduled to begin on February 16 in Mumbai.

**Ashwini is part of the top seeded women's pair for Australian Open**

Ashwini, who is part of the top seeded women's pair for the Australian Open, is expected to be one of the strong contenders for the title in women's singles, which also has Polish eighth seed Jordan Hart, among others.

**PTI**

**PTI NAVAL (SOUTH AFRICA)**
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Ram dons khaki for the 1st time in The Warrior

by Sridhar Deval

I

nitially, whether he wanted to make his

first film as a director or not, that the one

thing I wanted was to start something new. To

start with, I’ve been an actress, I’ve been a

producer, I’ve been a heroine, I’ve been a

music composer, I’ve been a doctor, and I’ve

been a screenwriter. I had been producing films

for almost 20 years, but I never wanted to

become a director. I was told that if you want to

become a director, you have to direct a film.

That was the only way to become a director.

I decided to direct for my生产 associate, for

a film that was titled Brand New. I had

produced a film called Brand New, which

was a family entertainer. I played the lead,

and the film was a huge hit. That was my

first directorial venture.

I

never took roles for fame

and fortune: Ram Pothineni

Sahith Mathyau is a refreshing

face that belongs to the present

eight types that are associated

with the screen. He recently

made his debut in the film业

under the banner of A Sneha

Studios.

Ganesh Bellamkonda does feel good glimpse

Anshika too scared to shoot

Anshika Shetty is an actress

extraordinarily known for her

dancing skills. She started her

career in the film industry by

participating in various dance

compositions.

Dimple Hayathi tests positive for Covid

Dimple Hayathi, who plays the female lead opposite Vishal in his upcoming action entertainer

Veerame Vaagai Soodum, has

announced that she has tested

positive for Covid.

Taking to Instagram, the actress

wrote, “Hello everyone, I have
tested positive for Covid. Please take
care of yourself. God bless you all and

send your prayers.”

She added, “I am self-isolating at home as per the advice of

doctors. I am doing well. Game and everyone to get through

this period. God bless you all.”

The actress had recently

jumped into the pool in a
country resort during the

filming of her upcoming

Kannada film.

Anshika Shetty

was spotted dancing

outside the sets of the film.

Anshika was too scared to shoot

the scene where Ravi

Varma’s character

tries to get into the

good books of

the heroine. She had

been dancing

for about an

hour and was

being observed by

the cameras.

She had

been

shooting in the middle of

the night and was seen

dancing in the middle of

the road.

Anshika Shetty

was cast in the
directorial debut of

Sneha Mathyau, who

was making his

debut as a director.

The film

is titled Brand New

and is produced by

Vishal Krishna.

Anshika Shetty

was

seen

dancing

outside

the

sets of the film.

She was
covered in sweat

and

was

breathing heavily.

She had been

dancing for

about an hour

and was

being

observed by

the cameras.

She had

been

shooting in the middle of

the night and was seen

dancing in the middle of

the road.

Anshika Shetty
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directorial debut of

Sneha Mathyau, who
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debut as a director.

The film

is titled Brand New

and is produced by

Vishal Krishna.